


Kings and Queers.

I was inspired by a teenage experience that left me a deep mark, I identify with the figure of 
Pulcinella, icon of my hometown, Napoli.

We both had difficulty integrate in society, we have never been fully understood and people 
made fun of us and the way we dress.

Through these creations, I would like to launch my message to the world, let my presence 
felt, bring out myself.

Everything turns into a men’s collection that reflects perfectly my essence,
I transformed the bad memories of my years in a number of rich harmonic and floreal orna-

ments. The flower, in fact, that reminds me of my mother’s vintage hat, becomes the protago-
nist in unstructured silhouette of my creations, that still maintain a masculine touch thanks to 

the sartorial fabrics.

























Annodami

“Annodami” talks about my own experience with oppression and self fulfillment. Being rai-
sed in a socially rough environment, it has always been a challenging issue to express myself; 
I have gradually understood the importance of loving yourself as it is the only real protection 
from “evilness”. I believe we are only able to stand against fear with a crystal clear reflection of 

our inner selves .

The visual translation of this idea are mainly connected to Japan and its iconography, such 
as the Ban Gasa, sushi and the Japanese flag. Through the study of the Kosode trousers and 
traditional kimonos I built a bridge between my Napolitan sartorial heritage and the Nippon 

culture, a culture clash expressed through overly draped garments, very tight waists, knots and 
bows. The emphasis on the waist expresses my idea of protection, redefining tightness as a 

synonym of strength.

The androgynous identity of my inspirational garments reinforces my belief of no-gender 
boundaries between men and women. The feminine side of every male is explicitly shown 

through the whole collection, hoping to introduce a new meaning of masculinity, far from the 
traditional imagery society has carried through time.






































